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Abstract. As Cloud computing has many advantages, it has been widely applied in various fields. As
the increase of the number of users, the data volume will be more and more huge, The exponential
growth of huge amounts of data causes that cloud disaster backup are increasingly important. This
article is to focus on cloud computing environment of disaster recovery, combined with virtualization
technology to design and implement scheme of "dual-active” solution and storage strategy based on"
dual-active" data center. The network and business part is to realize the zero loss of user data and zero
interruption of business.
Introduction
In recent years, with the rapid development of virtualization and network technique, cloud computing
is quietly emerging within the scope of world and causes the third information technological
revolution. Cloud computing provides a brand-new informational service pattern with tremendous
market space. With the gradual mature and development of cloud computing, its economic benefit is
also increasingly obvious. Meanwhile, appearance of cloud storage technology also offers a
third-party IT resource and service with required demand and elastic framework to users and can
effectively solve problems of continuous expansion of IT resource demand brought by rapid
development of information technology.
However, the value of cloud computing and cloud storage is so tremendous, but lots of users still
wander between cloud computing and traditional software architecture. The primary cause lies in
inappropriate solution for the problem of user data integrity and availability in cloud computing field.
It can say that the problem of data integrity and availability is the biggest obstacle to transfer data and
application to cloud computing framework by users, while user data integrity and availability depend
on disaster recovery system extremely. Therefore, in existing environment, it also proposes a new
height to data security of IT system. Data disaster recovery in traditional way can’t satisfy disaster
recovery requirements in the new environment any more. Data valid storage of cloud disaster
recovery has become a great bottleneck of developing disaster recovery. It is an urge demand to
construct a kind of new-type “active-active” data center in cloud disaster recovery environment. This
paper mainly introduces to construct “active-active data center based on traditional network
framework”, designs and realizes the “active-active” scheme of network and business, and achieves
no loss of user data and zero interruption of business by constructing virtual experimental
environment.
Cloud Computing and Cloud Disaster Recovery
Cloud Computing System.Liu Peng, an expert of Chinese grid computing and cloud computing,
defines the cloud computing as follows: “Cloud computing distributes calculation tasks into lots of
resource pools constituted by lots of computers and makes various application systems obtain
computing power, storage space and all kinds of software services in line with demands” [1]. Simply
speaking, cloud computing is a kind of pattern that makes use of large-scale data center and super
computer cluster to establish enormous arithmetic system, makes users can obtain required various
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software and services through the internet and has no need to purchase independent operation system
and various software for every microcomputer.
Cloud calculation system structure is consisted of 5 main parts, including application layer,
platform layer, resource layer, visit to user layer and management layer, respectively. The essence of
cloud computing is to provide service through network, so its system structure is service-centered.
Application layer, platform layer and resource layer is the service with different levels offered by
cloud computing, as shown in Fig.1:
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Fig.1 Cloud Computing System
Resource pool layer refer to the cloud computing service in infrastructures. This service can
provide virtualized resources, so as to hide complexity of physical resource. Platform layer provides
packaging of resource layer service for users and makes users use more advanced service to construct
their own application. Application layer offers software service for users. Visit to user layer is
convenient for users to utilize various supporting services required by cloud computing service and
supply corresponding interface by aiming at cloud computing at each level. Management layer offers
management functions of all levels in cloud computing service.
Cloud Disaster Recovery. Cloud disaster recovery is a newly-developing concept in disaster
recovery field. Its advent provides an effective solution of disaster recovery for enterprises. Cloud
disaster recovery refers to a pattern that it regards disaster recovery as a kind of service, the
third-party manufacturer who establishes cloud provides infrastructures and clients pay for providers
to use disaster recovery service [2, 3]. By adopting this pattern, clients can make use of excellent
technological resources, abundant disaster recovery experience and mature operation and
maintenance management process of service providers to realize clients’ disaster recovery targets
rapidly, reduce clients’ operation and maintenance cost and working strength, and lower total
possession cost of disaster recovery system.
Traditional cloud disaster service adopts current advanced, safe and reliable data backup and data
reproduction technology to establish manageable and operable disaster recovery service and provide
disaster recovery service with different ranks in the same city or different places for users, so as to
ensure that it can recover client business data and key application system rapidly and accurately after
disaster, as well as continuous operation of client business. At present, cloud disaster recovery
service mainly includes data disaster recovery and application disaster recovery.
Cloud disaster recovery has bright advantages of high degree of specialization, lower cost
investment, resource sharing and high service quality. Such an advantage endows powerful life force
for “main current” of socialized service system, like cloud disaster recovery, etc. Based on America,
where has mature disaster recovery industry, cloud disaster recovery has already occupied 56% of
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disaster recovery industry. Thus it can be seen that cloud disaster recovery is becoming a mainstream
tendency [4].

"Dual-active" data center
Data center is the place with the most intensive information system resources and the most frequent
data exchange, which can provide cyber source, service hosting and broadband access and many
other network services to users [5]. With the deepening of the application of cloud computing, data
center operation environment is changed from traditional client / server to network-connected
large-scale server cluster.
"Dual-active" data center came into being for the purpose of disaster recovery of "the cloud" [6].
Broadly it refers to that the two data centers are in the running state, can undertake business, improve
the utilization rate of data center's overall service capacity and system resources, and can have the
mutual backup of the two data centers. When a fault happens to the data center which is providing the
business service, business can automatically switches to the other data center, to achieve zero loss of
the data and zero interrupt of the service.
"Dual-active" data center construction is a complicated system engineering, including several
aspects of data, system, business, network, server and other infrastructure resources, and many of the
needs of users are mixed together. The requirement of building extraordinarily complex, "dual-active
" data center is mainly reflected in three aspects of the link of wide area network, the server / storage
and the basic infrastructure of the machinery room. According to different requirements, data center
deployment model includes network dual activity, service dual activity and resource dual activity and
so on. There is no necessary link among the three, so they can undertake independent construction,
and can also be combined to undertake the construction to meet the requirements for performance,
investment protection and service deployment flexibility of different users. This paper will study and
design the plan of the "dual activity" of network and business.
"Dual-active" service design and realization on the basis of cloud computing
"Dual-activity" of network and business. Under the premise that business supports "dual activity",
the realization of the network of " dual activity " needs that the address sections that "dual activity"
business allocates in different data centers are different [7]. The program design uses and DNS and
the network technology with balanced global load, as shown in Fig.2:
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Fig.2 The “dual active” deployment scheme of network and business
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Data center and dual active center can be in independent response to the business, but they are
distributed in different segments. Because the server can configure different gateway addresses, the
model requires the same kind of business of the service system support the IP addresses and gateway
addresses of different network segments, and through the DNS and global load balancing technology
to ensure that the clients can automatically visit the site with best performance and the consistency of
business.
The front end of data center adopts GSLB (global server load balance) based on intelligent DNS
analysis, whose main task is to finish the load balance of DNS analysis request, the server status
monitor and the optimization of client access path to guarantee distribute the request of the customers
to available node [8]. Domain name resolution request is in the charge of GSLB, and through a set of
predefined strategy, provided to the customers with the nearest node address to ensure a fast service.
GSLB using the way of DNS can timely find business interruption and automatically switch to the
site which can be visited. In order to ensure the sustainable business supply ability of the
“dual-active” data center, server load balancing and HA technology should be used in the back end to
cooperate with the dual activity of the front end network to realize service resource allocation and
high availability.
The storage service design Based on the "dual-active" center. On the basis of cloud computing
network and service "dual activity", design and implement the storage service solution based on "dual
activity", as shown in Fig.3:

Fig.3 The storage service design of the data center
The plan adopts server virtualization and storage virtualization, virtual resource pool and dynamic
application and data movement. The storage virtualization is achieved through VPLEX and server
virtualization is achieved through the VMware. Through the interface of the client, the client realizes
the upload and download of the data. The data pool is only a place for data storage, which stores all
data of the clients. The data pool itself does not need to provide calculable capability.
In order to meet the service needs of high performance and high reliability, the operational parts of
the cloud are concentrated in the node. The node group is a cluster of virtualization to carry out the
virtualization through virtual technology, and every virtual server provides the same or similar
network storage service, and receives the management of the control center which is located in the
front of the node cluster. The control center deploys SLB [9] and is responsible for the distribution of
the customers’ request in a server cluster according to the equilibrium strategy, provides the
customers with service and keeps the maintenance of the server availability. In cooperation with
GSLB in the front end of data center, SLB can realize the load balancing from the front end to the data
center internal full path and better realize the health detection of the servers In the process of
calculation, the nodes are dynamically adjusted to elastic telescopic cloud, responsible for handling
the client data, and finally be saved to a data pool. Between the main data center and the "dual-active"
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data center, two layers of Internet are needed to meet the two-layer communication requirements of
the members of the cluster, and at the same time, SAN interconnection is also needed to realize the
data synchronization.
Experimental simulation
Under laboratory environment, 3 servers, 16 computers, 4 routers and other hardware equipments are
used to conduct mock implementation for data center system solutions of cloud computing
architecture. Among which, the data is distributed on the server with two different network segments,
and with sub-module system in its architecture to simulate cloud data center. And there has another
management server, which is control center and 16 computers are client. Simulation experiment
result is shown in Fig.4:

Traditional mode
Dual-active mode

Fig.4 The simulation results
As can be seen from the above figure, if traditional disaster recovery program is used, when a
failure happens on main data center, business recovery time significantly gets longer as the increase
of business volume; as regards disaster recovery system which is deployed with “dual-active”
program, with the increase of business volume, business interruption time is very short after main
data center stops working. The experiment result shows that “dual-active” data center can better
achieve disaster recovery result.
Summary
As a new disaster recovery form, cloud disaster preparedness has gained wide attention, however,
rapid growth of the data has made traditional cloud disaster preparedness fail to adapt to development
needs of information age. Under such circumstances, “dual-active” data center rises in response to the
“cloud”, which helps to solve shortcomings of traditional disaster recovery way.
Aiming at cloud computing environment, this paper designs “dual-active” of network and business,
as well as storage program based on “dual-active” center. However, “dual-active” data center of a real
sense actually also contains dual-active of data, owing to current technical restriction, data
consistency guarantees and other reasons, data center in “dual-active” program is still in an “Active”
state, other data centers choose synchronization replication or asynchronous replication on the basis
of distance to realize data backup function. So “dual-active” data center program discussed in this
paper is only involved in infrastructure and the implemented “dual-active”. At the same time,
direction of future data center construction and technology selection should comply with
virtualization, cloud computing and other trends, in addition, should fully consider standard,
openness, flexibility, maintainability and other factors at the time of choosing technology.
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